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 Economic History Review, XLIV, 2(I99I), pp. 297-3I8

 Is there a 'Ho bson-Lenin thesis' on
 late nineteenth-century colonial

 expansion?'
 By A. M. ECKSTEIN

 T hirty years ago, Fieldhouse (building, to be sure, on the work of earlier
 1 scholars) proposed the existence of a unified and coherent 'Hobson-

 Lenin thesis' concerning the origins of late nineteenth-century imperialism.
 According to Fieldhouse, the two great theories of imperialism propounded
 early in the twentieth century, that of Hobson (I902) and that of Lenin
 (i9i6), had much in common. Both theories were essentially concerned to
 explain the spectacular growth of western colonial empires in the late
 nineteenth century; both theories, while acknowledging the presence of
 political (and even cultural and psychological) factors in this sudden colonial
 expansion, reduced causation essentially to economics; and within economics,
 both theories specifically stressed the western need to export capital (and
 the subsequent need to protect overseas investments by force) as the primary
 engine behind the growth of the empires of the great powers.2

 Fieldhouse, of course, went on to criticize 'Hobson-Lenin' very heavily:
 much capital investment in the late nineteenth century may have gone to
 foreign countries, but it can be shown to have tended to avoid those tropical
 regions which witnessed the growth of formal empires between I870 and
 i900. European capitalists were investing in other European states, or in
 Latin America, or in the United States, not in, say, West Africa. Therefore,
 the Hobson-Lenin thesis was based on a gross factual error.3 Fieldhouse's
 essay helped to open the way for scholars to stress not the economics but
 the politics of the period I870-I900-either in Europe, or in the tropics
 themselves, or in both regions-as the primary cause of the growth of formal
 empires.

 Yet Fieldhouse's exposition of 'the Hobson-Lenin thesis' itself eventually
 came under sharp attack. In i969 Stokes argued that Fieldhouse had
 misunderstood Lenin's focus of concern. Lenin had been intent on explaining
 not the origins of late nineteenth-century colonialism, but rather the origins
 of the First World War; Lenin did not believe that imperialism, as he
 defined it, had even existed before i896-i900, by which time the scramble

 I On the topic of this paper I have learned much from the graduate students in my seminar 'Empires
 and imperialism', and especially from Steven K. Ross and James McCabe.

 2 Fieldhouse, "'Imperialism"'. The move towards viewing the ideas of Hobson and Lenin as a unified
 'thesis' can be found as early as Langer, 'A critique of imperialism'; see also Court, 'On communist
 doctrines of empire'. However, it is Fieldhouse who stands at the origin of the current discussion of
 Hobson, Lenin, and 'economic imperialism': see the historiographical sketch in Etherington, Theories of
 imperialism, pp. 236-7.

 3 Fieldhouse, "'Imperialism"', passim, esp. pp. i98-9. See also Cairncross, Home and foreign investment.
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 for Africa was already essentially over; and Lenin was explicit that his
 'imperialism' was occurring within Europe itself, in industrialized areas.
 Therefore statistics brought forward to show that, for instance, British
 investment in West Africa had been tiny in the period I870-I900 were
 simply irrelevant as a criticism of Lenin's ideas.4

 Recently, Etherington has also sought to save Hobson from Fieldhouse.
 Hobson, in his view, was far more concerned to expose the economic forces
 leading to national antagonisms and war in the early twentieth century than
 to offer an explanation of the scramble for Africa (and Asia). Indeed,
 Hobson's views on colonial expansion were not much different from those
 of the old radical Richard Cobden: it was a clique of military-bureaucratic
 and upper class 'parasites' who provoked colonial wars benefiting no one
 but themselves. But, Etherington suggests, such an argument is to be
 distinguished from the one about surplus investment capital which forms
 the heart of Hobson's famous chapter on 'the taproot of imperialism'. That
 chapter looks much more like a description of the world at the turn of the
 twentieth century (monopolies, tariff walls, dumping tactics) than the world
 of, say, I870. Hobson, in sum, was describing a dangerous present-the
 danger being an eventual great war-not a shameful past. Therefore, the
 type of criticism levelled against Hobson by Fieldhouse is (once again)
 irrelevant.5

 Now, what is remarkable about the current scholarly debate over the
 historical focus of 'the Hobson-Lenin thesis' is: there is no debate. It is as
 if people are living on two separate planets. On the one hand, some scholars
 working on the period I870-i900 have simply gone on assuming that the
 focus of 'Hobson-Lenin' is on the Scramble. This holds true both for scholars
 who then dispute what they take to be 'the Hobson-Lenin thesis', and for
 scholars who insist that it is essentially correct. A good example here is the
 (generally admirable) new book by Davis and Huttenback on the character
 of British investment in the late nineteenth century.6 References to 'Hobson
 and Lenin' appear throughout the work, which is indeed partly intended as
 the decisive statistical refutation of the 'thesis' as it has been traditionally
 understood. Nowhere is there mention of the important doubts that have
 been raised concerning the traditional interpretation itself, even though the
 introductory chapter includes a discussion of theories of imperialism. One
 would have thought that something needed to be said there about Stokes
 and Etherington, even if the revisionists were to be rejected.7 And on the
 other hand, a good many scholars clearly believe that the revisionists'
 arguments have in fact settled the matter. Stokes has found willing acceptance

 4 Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion'.
 5 Etherington, 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', pp. i6ff., esp. pp. i8-9 and p. 22. Etherington's

 approach was clearly inspired by Stokes: see p. i. His thesis is re-iterated in idem, Theories of imperialism,
 chs. 3 and 4. On the relationship of Hobson's ideas to those of Cobden, see esp. Cain, 'J. A. Hobson,
 Cobdenism, and the radical theory of imperialism'.

 6 Davis and Huttenback, Mammon and the pursuit of empire.
 7 For 'Hobson-Lenin' in Davis and Huttenback, see, in ibid, e.g., pp. 5, I2, 75, and 309. Scholars

 who defend the 'Hobson-Lenin thesis' as it has traditionally been understood, without addressing the
 issue of revisionism, include Kiernan, Marxism and imperialism, pp. 86-7; and Hobsbawm, The age of
 empire, pp. 59-69.
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 from Louis, while Eldridge, Cain and Hopkins, Baumgart, and Parini all
 now severely chastise Fieldhouse and his followers for misunderstanding
 Lenin.8

 Only a few scholarly efforts have been made to come to grips with both
 sides, and they have been extremely brief.9 The time has come to try to
 reform the state of scholarly debate (or rather, non-debate) on this subject,
 to present a detailed evaluation of the entire controversy, and to address
 systematically the serious doubts about the Hobson-Lenin thesis raised by
 Etherington and Stokes. It is an important exercise in intellectual history as
 well as in the history of the theory of imperialism.

 Is there, then, a 'Hobson-Lenin thesis' dealing with the capitalist economic
 origins of late nineteenth-century western expansionism in the tropics?

 I

 At the beginning of his famous study, Hobson defined imperialism as 'a
 debasement . . . of genuine nationalism, by attempts to overflow its natural
 banks and absorb the near or distant territory of reluctant and unassimilable
 peoples'.10 Three questions are crucial here: chronology; locale; causation.
 When did Hobson think that imperialism, as he defined it, had begun?
 Where did he think the primary sphere of 'imperialistic' behaviour had
 occurred (or was occurring)? What did he think was the primary cause of
 this imperialism?

 First, chronology. It is incontrovertibly the case that Hobson thought his
 'imperialism' had begun sometime in the decade or so either side of I870.
 Thus in the preface to the first edition of Imperialism, he announces his
 subject as 'British Imperialism during the last generation'; and later he states
 explicitly that although the phenomenon did not attain its full momentum
 until about I884, 'for convenience, the year I870 has been taken as indicative
 of the beginning of a conscious policy of Imperialism'.11 This position is
 affirmed by later statements such as 'the Imperialism which is our chief
 concern, the expansion of the last quarter of the nineteenth century', or 'the
 first dawn of the new imperialism in the seventies'.12 Hobson is speaking
 here of Britain (always his major focus), but he applies a similar chronology
 to Germany as well: a vigorous pro-imperialist literature had grown up in
 Germany 'during the seventies', leading to Bismarck's annexationist policies

 8 Louis, in idem, ed., Imperialism: the Robinson and Gallagher controversy, pp. 9-io; Eldridge, Victorian
 imperialism, p. I33 (Lenin has been 'frequently misunderstood', citing Stokes); Cain and Hopkins, 'The
 political economy of British expansion overseas', p. 463 and n. 4 (who, citing Stokes, attack critics of
 Hobson and Lenin for directing their assaults at 'inaccurate stereotypes'); Baumgart, Imperialism, p. I02
 and n. 246 (heavily critical of Fieldhouse for 'misunderstanding' Lenin, citing Stokes); Parini, 'Theories
 of imperialism', p. 234, n. i (who, citing Stokes, speaks confidently of Fieldhouse's 'confusion'). See
 also Porter, 'Imperialism and the Scramble', p. 77 and n. 4.

 9 For a short criticism of Etherington's views, see Cain, 'J. A. Hobson, finance capitalism, and
 imperialism in late Victorian and Edwardian England', pp. 3-4. For an attempt to confront both
 Etherington and Stokes, see Doyle, Empires, p. I48, n. i8 and p. I52, n. 28 (two interesting but
 disconnected footnotes).

 10 Hobson, Imperialism, p. 6.

 "Ibid., pp. xvii and i9.
 12 Ibid., pp. I25 and ii8.
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 in Africa and the Pacific 'a little later' (I880-4).13 Whether Hobson was
 correct to perceive a sharp break in British imperial policy after I870, and
 thereafter an increasingly aggressive 'New imperialism', is, in itself, a hotly
 disputed question. But that he did perceive developments according to this
 chronology cannot be doubted.14

 The question of where Hobson located the primary activity of this new
 pOst-I870 imperialism can also be answered unequivocally. Hobson defined
 it as, quite simply, 'the scramble for Africa and Asia'.15 He saw the target
 of imperialism as 'the tropics'-a perverse situation, since no true British
 settlement could ever occur there because of the climate."6 He stated that
 'the new Imperialism has been . . . chiefly concerned with tropical and
 subtropical countries where large "lower races" are brought under white
 control', and that 'modern Imperialism . . . is concerned almost wholly with
 the rival claims of Empires to dominate "lower races" in tropical and
 subtropical countries'.17 The typical scene of imperialist activity is thus set
 in India, Egypt, Uganda, or 'some huge African tract'. 18 Much of the second
 half of the book consists of an excoriating account of western economic
 exploitation of the people of what we call the Third World.19

 Finally, causation, a far more complex question. Mitchell was the first to
 emphasize that Hobson's reconstructions of events were never monocausal:
 an idea that is strongly reiterated by Etherington.30 Thus for Hobson it was
 conceivable that imperial expansion might be initiated not by the behind-
 the-scenes financier (his most famous contribution to imperialism theory),
 but by 'an ambitious statesman, a frontier soldier, an overzealous missionary,
 a pushing trader' .2 Hobson also accepted the old adage that the empire was
 in actuality 'a vast system of outdoor relief for the upper classes', while
 worrying, too, about the growing desire for personal adventure and glory
 among the new middle class officer corps.22 This analysis of imperialism,
 stressing the role of 'bureaucratic-military parasites', has its parallels in
 Cobden (who was one of Hobson's heroes), and Etherington gives great
 weight to this point.23

 One may go even further. Hobson was also sensitive to the irrational
 and/or psychological sources of the phenomenon of imperial expansion. Thus
 when he underlined the parallel between blood sports and imperialism, or
 made grim remarks about the origin of the imperial drive in 'the primitive
 instincts of the [human] race', or in 'the animal lust for struggle', or in 'the

 ' 3Ibid., p. i9.
 14 On the issue of whether Hobson's perception of a sharp break in British policy c.I870 is correct

 or not, compare Robinson and Gallagher, 'The imperialism of free trade' (arguing against the existence
 of such a sharp break), and Hobsbawm, Age of empire, pp. 59-60 (arguing that contemporary observers,
 including Hobson, had it right).

 '5 Hobson, Imperialism, p. I2.
 16 Ibid., p. 45.
 '7 Ibid., pp. I26 and 224.
 '8 Ibid., pp. 236-7.
 19 See esp. the long chapter 'Imperialism and the lower races', pp. 223-84.
 20 Mitchell, 'Hobson revisited'; cf. Etherington, 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', pp. I7-8.
 21 Hobson, Imperialism, p. 59; cf. also p. i6i.
 22 Ibid., pp. 50-I.
 23 Etherington, 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', p. I7.
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 savage survivals of combativeness', he prefigured Schumpeter's famous
 definition of imperialism as 'an atavism in the social structure, in individual,
 psychological habits of emotional reaction'.24 Again, when Hobson described
 a world of morally corrupt colonialists, of second-rate and 'damaged' men
 who went out to the colonies and were then even further debased by the
 'licence' afforded them to exploit the 'lower races', he anticipated Mannoni's
 psychological analysis of the imperial experience.25

 This is all a measure of Hobson's brilliance and originality as a thinker.
 Nevertheless, 'the imperialism question' is not simply about the many causes
 of the imperialism phenomenon; rather, it is a debate about the correct

 ordering of those causes.2' And here Etherington has argued that Hobson's
 description of the causes of western imperialism between i870 and i900
 does not give primacy to the secret manipulations of financiers and investors.
 Thus if Hobson originated the modern concept of 'economic imperialism',
 he did so only in relation to conditions at the turn of the century, not before.
 There are, then, two Hobsons: a 'Cobden-like' theorist of the period i870-
 I900, and the investment theorist describing the post-igoo world. This is
 the core of Etherington's attack on the traditional understanding of Hobson;
 I think it must be rejected.27

 It is true enough that the most detailed account Hobson gives of
 'investment-driven imperialism' concerns the United States in the Spanish-
 American War of i898.28 And Hobson apparently drew many of his final
 ideas on 'economic imperialism' from analyses of the American political
 economy in i898-i900, especially from Wilshire.29 Further, the Boer War,
 another very recent event (i899-i902), was the key to Hobson's general
 thinking about imperial expansion. Opposition to the Boer War was the
 reason he wrote Imperialism, the third of his books to attack the war and
 British policy toward the Boer Republics. Moreover, in the first of the three,
 The war in South Africa, Hobson had already blamed the conflict on the
 sinister machinations of a group of powerful investors: he asserted (incorrectly)
 that a cabal of Jews was in fact responsible.30

 24 Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 2I2-3 and 2I7; cf. Schumpeter, The sociology of imperialism, p. 65. In
 such passages in Imperialism, Hobson was restating ideas he had originally put forward in his The
 psychology of jingoism.

 25 Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 5i and 23I; cf. Mannoni, Prospero and Caliban. For a detailed evaluation
 of Mannoni's work, see Thornton, 'Jekyll and Hyde in the colonies'. Mitchell, 'Hobson revisited',
 pp. 405-7, emphasizes Hobson's psychological acuity.

 26 On this, see the insightful comments of Smith, The pattern of imperialism, p. I3, and Headrick, The
 tools of empire, pp. 3-I2, esp. p. 9; also Yapp, Strategies of British India, pp. 3-4.

 27 On Hobson's two separate theories, see Etherington, 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', p. I7;
 idem, Theories of imperialism, chs. 3 and 4.

 28 Hobson; Imperialism, pp. 75-8I.
 29 See esp. Wilshire, 'The significance of the trust', and compare with Hobson, Imperialism, p. 84.

 The intellectual connection between Wilshire and Hobson is rightly emphasized by Etherington,
 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', pp. I8-20, and Theories of imperialism, ch. 3. Langer, 'A critique
 of imperialism' sought, on much weaker evidence, to connect Hobson's thought to that of the American
 Charles B. Conant, and specifically to Conant's essay 'The economic basis of imperialism'. But in either
 case the point for Etherington would be the same: Hobson was working from American analyses of the
 situation at the turn of the century, not the world of I870.

 30 On the relationship between Hobson's ideas in The war in South Africa and his ideas in Imperialism,
 see Mitchell, 'Hobson revisited', pp. 397-404 and 408. In between these two books came The psychology
 of jingoism, another attack on the Boer War. For Hobson's accusations against Jewish financiers in i900,
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 In Imperialism, Hobson greatly toned down his earlier accusations of
 'Jewish conspiracy' .3 At the same time he broadened the perspective of the
 first book, perhaps under the influence of American theorizing, offering a
 general explanation of the origins not only of the Boer War but of 'the new
 imperialism' in its entirety: of imperialism, that is, since i870. And, at
 heart, the explanation was the same as the one presented two years earlier:
 the sinister machinations of financiers and investors, often working to the
 detriment of British national interest.

 Here Hobson's problem was that he had neither the time nor the resources
 to conduct the detailed research into past investment patterns that was
 necessary to prove his case conclusively. Indeed, that scale of research was
 only undertaken in the ig80s, by the Davis and Huttenback team, with the
 aid of computers. Hobson was well aware that he had a problem with the
 lack of available exact data.32 He did what he could, however, with whatever
 statistics he could quickly find, to connect behind-the-scenes financiers and
 investors to the post-I870 push for imperial expansion.

 Hobson's thesis is stated clearly at the beginning of his discussion of the
 causes of imperialism: 'By far the most important economic factor in
 Imperialism is the influence relating to investments.'33 The statement is in
 the present tense. But that Hobson was in fact concentrating on the past is
 proven by what immediately follows: a chart indicating the doubling of
 British income from foreign and colonial stocks between i884 and I903,
 with Hobson's exegesis that 'the period of energetic Imperialism coincided
 with a remarkable growth in the income from foreign investments'. This
 in itself should be enough to prove that Hobson was intent on linking all
 the new imperialism to investment pressure. But later Hobson makes the
 same point with a chart showing a truly spectacular ig-fold rise in total
 British foreign and colonial investments between i862 and i893.35 The
 phenomenon of greatly increasing foreign investments over the past generation
 is then compared with a chart showing a tripling of British spending on
 armaments and war between i884 and I903.36

 The latter chart is actually a double one. The other half of it shows that
 during the period of enormous growth in military spending (which was also
 the period of enormous growth in British investments overseas) there was
 no corresponding growth in the volume of Britain's trade with its colonial
 empire, greatly expanded though that empire had become.37 As Hobson

 see The war in South Africa, pp. I89-97. On the incorrectness of Hobson's views here, see esp. Mitchell,
 'Hobson revisited', pp. 399-404.

 3' The theme only appears once, Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 57-8. (In fact, Hobson had always been
 uncomfortable with it: see The war in South Africa, p. i89, and the comments of Mitchell, 'Hobson
 revisited', pp. 399-404.)

 32 See his comments in Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 5I-2, and p. 53.
 33 Ibid., p. 5I.
 34 Ibid., p. 52. A further comment on this chart of British foreign investments between I884 and

 I903 occurs on p. 53: 'In dealing with these foreign investments we are facing the most important factor
 in the economics of Imperialism.'

 35 Ibid., p. 62. Note that the period under discussion here ends well before the Boer War.
 36 Ibid., p. 65.
 37 Ibid.
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 says, at this stage his purpose is to test 'the finance of the New
 Imperialism . . . since i884'5.38 His point about trade is explicit and obvious:
 'It has indeed been proved that the recent annexations of tropical countries,
 procured at great expense, have furnished poor and precarious markets.'39
 But if the greatly increased military spending over the past generation, and
 the vast new territorial annexations in the tropics over the same period,
 could not be linked with a growth in general trade (as was true in
 the eighteenth century), what, then, had spurred along the imperialist
 phenomenon?

 Hobson had a definite answer, one for which he had prepared the reader
 well. Not general trade but the search for a high return on speculative
 investments overseas was responsible: 'The modern foreign policy of Great
 Britain has been primarily a struggle for profitable markets for investment.
 . . .The policy by which the investing classes used the instrument of the
 State is most richly illustrated in the history of her wars and annexations.'40

 Even at his most 'Cobden-like', as in the passage, emphasized by
 Etherington, where mention is made of the role played in imperialism by
 ranchers, planters, engineers, and military men, Hobson is blunt about this:
 'By far the most important economic factor in Imperialism is the influence
 relating to investments.'41 Later, in reviewing the imperial activities of
 statesmen, soldiers, missionaries, and traders, he ends the passage with the
 statement 'but the final determination rests with the financial power.'42 Over
 the last quarter of a century, Hobson therefore concludes, 'The capitalist-
 imperialist forces . . . must be regarded as the true determinants in the
 interpretation of actual policy.'43

 Having established (to his own satisfaction, at least) a historical link
 between rapidly growing British investments overseas and the rapidly
 increasingly scale of British imperial annexations, Hobson then seeks to
 explain why the link exists. This he does in the famous chapter, 'The taproot
 of imperialism', where he argues that the pressure of over-saving from profits
 among the capitalist rich, combined with forced under-consumption among
 the exploited poor, leads to the accumulation by the rich of vast sums of
 money that cannot be spent, or even invested well domestically (given the
 low interest rates produced by fierce domestic competition and also the lack
 of markets created by under-consumption). Therefore, investors in search
 of a high rate of return place their money overseas. But this in turn means
 that the exported capital may need protection in order to ensure its high
 profits: hence the pressure for political or even military intervention in those

 38 Ibid., p. 64.

 39 Ibid., p. 7I.
 40 Ibid., p. 54. Note that the context of this statement is a discussion of imperial wars from the i86os

 onwards: ibid., pp. 54-5.
 41 Ibid., pp. 50-I; cf. Etherington, 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', p. I7.
 42 Hobson, Imperialism, p. 59, and p. 6i for a similar formulation. See the comments of Cain, 'Hobson

 and imperialism', p. 4, against Etherington.
 43 Ibid., pp. 95-6. This statement comes just after the end of Hobson's central discussion, 'The taproot

 of imperialism', and may be taken as a summation of that discussion.
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 areas into which capital has been flowing. Thus, 'over-saving . .. is the
 economic root of Imperialism.'44

 Etherington is perfectly correct to point out that this fully developed
 theory of the economic origins of imperialism is only set forth in detail by
 Hobson in his discussion of the economic origins of the Spanish-American
 War. Hobson's single most important illustration of the 'taproot' thesis,
 therefore, was an event not of the I870s or i88os but of the turn of the
 century. Evidently, Hobson used the Spanish-American conflict because he
 thought that for once he had good information (from American writers such
 as Wilshire) on the specific economic events surrounding an imperial war.
 But the Spanish-American War is not the only illustration of 'investment-
 driven imperialism' in Hobson's pages-far from it. Earlier, he had quoted
 the Italian economist Achille Loria on this issue with approval: and Loria's
 examples of investment-driven imperialism were the attempted French
 conquest of Mexico in the i86os, 'undertaken solely with the view of
 guaranteeing the interest of French citizens holding Mexican securities'; the
 French conquest of Tunis in i88i, undertaken to secure repayment of loans;
 and the British conquest of Egypt in I882, undertaken for the same reason.45
 Hobson's comment on these incidents was exactly the same as on the Spanish-
 American War:

 Aggressive Imperialism, which costs the taxpayer so dear, which is of so little
 value to the manufacturer and trader, which is fraught with such grave incalculable
 peril to the citizen, is a source of great gain to the investor who cannot find at
 home the profitable use he seeks for his capital, and insists that his Government
 should help him to profitable and secure investments abroad.46

 Indeed, Hobson made it clear at the opening of the 'taproot' chapter itself
 that he was dealing with the entire period beginning about I870. The object
 of the 'taproot' chapter was to deny the claim of pro-imperialists that because
 British commerce and manufacturing had come under pressure from new
 competitors in Europe and America from I870, it was necessary to engage
 in energetic British annexations in the undeveloped tropics in order to open
 up new markets.47 On the contrary, he argued, since trade with the new
 tropical territories was risible in scale, imperialism was not an economic
 necessity for Britain, but a swindle on the British public carried out for the
 benefit of a select few. Therefore, imperialism could be abandoned without
 serious economic consequences for most people.48

 44 Ibid., pp. 7I-85. Hobson did not develop this theory in intellectual isolation, of course: the
 'investment glut' was a common financial worry at the turn of the century. For a good discussion, see
 Etherington, Theories of imperialism, pp. 44-6i.

 45 Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 54-5. On Loria, see Mitchell, 'Hobson revisited', p. 411 and n. 65.
 46 Hobson, Imperialism, p. 5. Cain, 'Hobson and imperialism', p. 3, notes how Hobson's use of the

 British conquest of Egypt as an example of investment-driven imperialism seriously damages Etherington's
 thesis that Hobson's analytical focus is really on events at the turn of the century.

 47 On the chronological demarcation of the 'taproot' chapter at c.I870, see ibid., p. 72; and also
 pp. 95-6 (the past 'quarter of a century' and a bit more).

 48 That Hobson did not believe that investment pressure would make imperial expansion a necessity
 if the investing classes could be stripped of their excess capital and the proceeds applied to social reform
 is not at all the same as saying that Hobson did not believe that otherwise (i.e., in the real world)
 investment pressure was the primary cause of imperialism. Hobson, on the contrary, did believe this,
 and believed that he had demonstrated it in his book. It is therefore not surprising (despite Etherington,
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 This explains why, after the Spanish-American interlude in the middle of
 the chapter, Hobson at the end returns to a discussion of Britain and its
 empire: they are his real subjects. He presents the British reader with a
 stark choice: either Britain will reform itself socially and economically (like
 Denmark or Switzerland), or it will neglect its agriculture, its population,
 and its educational system (thus falling ever further behind in scientific
 innovation) in order to 'squander its pecuniary and military resources in
 forcing bad markets and finding speculative fields of investment in distant
 corners of the earth, adding millions of square miles and of unassimilable
 population to the area of the Empire'. 49

 Thus at the end of the 'taproot' chapter, as at the beginning, Hobson was
 applying his theory of destructive 'investment-driven imperialism' to the
 entire period of the Scramble; hence the reference to 'millions of square
 miles and of unassimilable population'. Indeed, the phrase 'unassimilable
 population' points directly back to Hobson's original definition of imperialism
 at the opening of his book, where the focus was certainly on the new
 imperialism that had begun around I870.50 But none of this should be
 startling: the period of the new imperialism, beginning around I870 and
 accelerating after about I884, was always the basic topic of the first half of
 the book.5'

 One point perhaps needs reiteration. Mitchell and then Etherington have
 both emphasized the complexity of Hobson's causal structure; nevertheless,
 this should not lead us to overlook the fact that in Hobson's ordering of the
 several causes of imperialism as he saw them, economics (and specifically
 investment pressure) definitely came first, and sometimes to the point of
 overwhelming all other causes. Thus for all Hobson's 'Schumpeter-like'
 formulations, and even where Hobson willingly acknowledges (or even
 emphasizes) the presence of 'Cobden-like' politico-social factors in the process
 of imperial expansion, economics remains his focus. Financial pressure is
 the 'taproot' of imperialism; financiers are its organizers and managers, in
 the I870s as in i900. Hobson accepts the existence of aggressive psycho-
 social and political energies in society, but it is the financiers who direct
 those energies for their own ends.52 Often, it is the financiers who stir up

 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', p. i8; idem, Theories of imperialism, pp. 6o-i) that Hobson's
 Imperialism became a famous work expounding the investment hypothesis.

 49 Hobson, Imperialism, p. 93.
 50 Ibid., p. 6 (quoted above, p. 299).
 51 According to Etherington, Hobson never argued that British investments overseas were going mostly

 to present or prospective colonies, but in fact said that most investment was going elsewhere, i.e., to
 the more advanced countries (see 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', p. 2I; idem, Theories of
 imperialism, p. 68, though in neither case with supporting evidence). He then goes on to castigate
 Fieldhouse for saying that Hobson in Imperialism emphasized investment in the tropics (Theories of
 imperialism, p. 236). But the weight of the evidence is very much in favour of Fieldhouse: see esp. the
 discussion above, but also the comments of Lloyd, 'Africa and Hobson's imperialism', p. 140, and the
 balanced analysis of Cain in 'Hobson, Cobdenism, and imperialism', p. 570. Indeed, Etherington's
 assertion here is undermined by Hobson's own later reflections on the topic; he remarked that Imperialism
 detailed the economic causation of empire, 'linking the rising struggle for empire with the pressure of
 investment of surplus profits in the development of backward countries' (Confessions of an economic heretic,
 p. 63; my emphasis). Note also the compromise position of Doyle, Empires, p. I48, n. i8.

 52 This is so even in Hobson's most complex formulation of the causes of the expansion of empire,
 in Imperialism, p. 59 (see above, pp. 302-3 and n. 42).
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 those energies in the first place, making the potential into the actual, inciting
 the populace through propaganda-again, for their own secret investment
 ends.53 Therefore, Hobson concludes his 'taproot' chapter by remarking
 that, 'It is idle to attack Imperialism or Militarism as political expedients or
 policies unless the axe is laid at the economic root of the tree, and the classes
 for whose interest Imperialism works are shorn of the surplus revenues
 which seek this outlet'. 4

 Hobson's Imperialism was not concerned merely to analyse the past.
 The emotional centre of the book lies in Hobson's description of the
 morally repugnant and politically dangerous present in the exploited lands
 of Africa and Asia, and in Hobson's fears of a future great war among
 the powers caused by imperialist rivalry in the tropics. 'The policy of
 modern Imperialism is not ended but only just begun.'55 It is Etherington's
 great virtue to have pointed this out to us. Nevertheless, Hobson's concern
 about the present and the future was founded on his understanding of the
 past; of developments beginning about I870. These trends, accelerating
 from about I884, were what Hobson most feared in I902: especially the
 pressure of investment capital, growing ever stronger and more destructive.
 Despite Etherington, there are not two Hobsons, only one.56

 It has been necessary to reassert these aspects of Hobson's thought not
 only to clarify Hobson's place as a theorist of economic imperialism in the
 tropics, but also to clarify Lenin's own position, for Lenin was greatly
 influenced by Hobson's ideas. Lenin himself says he read Hobson's book
 very carefully; Imperialism was more prominent than any other source in
 Lenin's notebooks preparatory to his own essay on the subject; Hobson's
 was the only work cited in the original preface to the finished essay, and is
 the first citation on the first page of the essay itself; and references to
 Hobson's Imperialism appear in a steady stream from the beginning to the
 end of that essay. Thus as we consider how Lenin viewed the period I870-
 I900, it is important to keep in mind Hobson's ideas on the cause of the
 great imperial expansion.57

 53See ibid., pp. 2i6-7, 22I, 222, 236, and 368 (the last paragraph of the book).
 54 Hobson, Imperialism, p. 93.
 55 Ibid., p. 224.
 56 The only aspect of Hobson's 'taproot' process which was not particularly prominent in the period

 of the Scramble for Africa was protectionism (tariff walls), which Hobson does discuss as a factor in the
 origins of the Spanish-American War (Imperialism, p. 78). Etherington takes this as an indication that
 the 'taproot' process could not be a description of expansion in the age of the Scramble ('Reconsidering
 theories of imperialism', pp. i8-9). But the fact is that Hobson did not view even the growing
 protectionism of the turn of the century as a decisive factor in contemporary imperial expansion (cf.
 Imperialism, p. 78: European tariffs were a nuisance to the United States, not a disaster). What Hobson
 feared was that the trend towards protectionism would intensify in the future (Imperialism, pp. I03-9).

 57 Lenin's notes on Hobson are twice as long as his notes on any other author; and (unlike the others)
 Hobson receives a separate notebook all his own: Lenin, 'Notebooks on imperialism', pp. 405-36. Lenin
 stated that he had read Hobson carefully: 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. I87. Hobson
 was the only author cited in the original preface, and the first citation in the essay itself: ibid., pp. I87
 and I95. Lenin consistently praised Hobson and Hobson's analysis: ibid, pp. 269, 276, 279-80, 282, and
 285-6 (cf. 'Notebooks on imperialism', pp. 42I, 428, and 430). Note that while Lenin recognized
 Hobson's concern for the threatening world situation of I902 (ibid., p. 405), he also clearly saw Hobson's
 historical focus to be on capitalism's economic relations with the undeveloped world in the last third of
 the nineteenth century (ibid., pp. 407-I2, 4I7, 420, 424-5, 427, 434-5; and see 'Imperialism, the highest
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 II

 As Stokes has rightly said, the theory of economic or capitalist imperialism
 rests ultimately not on Hobson's authority but on Lenin's.58 It was Lenin's
 formulation, backed after I9I7 by his immense prestige as head of the Soviet
 government, which came to overshadow the ideas of all other Marxist
 theoreticians (Hilferding, Luxemburg), and became the fountainhead of
 mainstream marxist thought on the issue.59

 Yet Stokes has presented a strong case that Lenin's essay 'Imperialism,
 the highest stage of capitalism' has been persistently misinterpreted (not
 least by Lenin's own followers) for the past 70 years. Stokes argues that
 Lenin, rather than connecting monopoly-finance capitalism (which he labelled
 'imperialism') to the era of western expansion between I870 and i900, was
 instead concerned to show how this stage of capitalism only began around
 I900 and had led directly to the First World War. The war was a natural
 focus for Lenin, writing as he did in i9i6; indeed, one of Lenin's consistent
 points during these years was that the final stage of capitalism would
 inevitably lead to horrible wars-until the revolution put a stop to it.60 As
 for the period I870-I900, Stokes suggests that Lenin's reconstruction of the
 Scramble emphasized what marxists call the 'superstructural' (i.e., political
 and social-psychological) elements in it, rather than any economic determin-

 .61

 As far as the Leninist terminology of 'imperialism' goes, Stokes is obviously
 correct. When Lenin talked about 'imperialism', he generally meant the
 highly technical definition he was advancing in the essay itself, a definition
 which had 'imperialism' as a stage of capitalism that began only about i900.
 Thus in Lenin's famous definition of 'imperialism', the final element is that
 'the territorial division of the world among the biggest capitalist powers is
 completed'; this can only refer to the period after Igoo.62 Similarly, Lenin
 wrote in October i9i6 that, 'Neither Marx nor Engels lived to see the
 imperialist epoch of world capitalism, which began not earlier than i896-

 Ig00.'63 And just as decisive is a letter to Inessa Armand in December i9i6
 concerning her question of whether a war of France and Russia against
 Germany in i89i would have been an 'imperialist' war: 'You have forgotten
 the main thing-that in i89i no imperialism existed at all (I have tried to
 show in my pamphlet that it was born in i898-i900, not earlier).'64 We can

 stage of capitalism', pp. 255, 280, and 282). That Lenin was greatly influenced by Hobson does not
 mean, of course, that Hobson was the only influence on Lenin's thinking: see below, n. II2.

 58 Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', p. 289.
 59 On this, see esp. Cohen, The question of imperialism, pp. 46-7; also Kemp, 'The Marxist theory of

 imperialism', p. 26.
 60 See, for instance, Lenin's anguished comments in his I9I5 'Preface to N. Bukharin's pamphlet',

 p. I04.
 61 Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', pp. 29I-3.
 62 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. 266 (my emphasis).
 63 Lenin, 'Imperialism and the split in Socialism', p. III; cited, convincingly, by Stokes, 'Late

 nineteenth century colonial expansion', p. 289, n. I2.
 64 Lenin, 'Letter to Inessa Armand', p. 268: cf. Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion',

 p. 289, n. I2. For the context, see two earlier letters of Lenin to Armand: Collected works, 35, pp. 250-
 I (30 Nov. i9i6) and pp. 264-5 (23 Dec. i9i6).
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 see why Stokes concluded that Fieldhouse was wrong to apply the term
 'economic imperialism' to Lenin's thinking on the period I870-I900, for
 Lenin's theory of 'imperialism' was, properly speaking, 'an explanation of
 the world in the twentieth century . . . an analysis . . . of the genesis of war
 in Europe after Ig00'.65

 Yet perhaps this is largely terminological confusion. The word 'imperial-
 ism', though used both by marxists and by non-marxists, is used with
 sharply differing meanings by each, thanks especially to Lenin.66 His
 technical and highly specialized use of the term may therefore be beside the
 point for us. It may well be more profitable to attempt to pry Lenin's actual
 view of the history of the late nineteenth century away from that terminology.
 In other words, it is possible that Lenin described the period of the Scramble,
 de facto, in much the same way as Hobson did (i.e., economically determined,
 especially by the pressure of capital exports aimed primarily at the tropics),
 but without using the term 'imperialism' (which Hobson, of course, did use).

 The period of the Scramble was not a topic in which Lenin showed little
 interest in his essay. On the contrary, the period plays a large role in his
 essay since it is immediately preparatory to the final stage of capitalism. It
 was studied intensively by Lenin (with many charts), and he gave it both a
 formal name and a chronological periodization.

 To Lenin, the Scramble is the period of transition from the competitive
 (and primarily industrial) capitalism of the mid nineteenth century to the
 monopolistic (and primarily finance) capitalism of the early twentieth. Pre-
 monopoly, competitive capitalism 'reached its limit in the i86os and I870s',
 and came to an end in I873-6, in panic and economic crisis.67 From the
 mid I870s monopolies were becoming an increasingly important aspect of
 capitalism, but things were still in a 'transitory' stage; this was the period
 that marked 'capitalism's transition to the stage of monopoly capitalism, to
 finance capital', which arrived about I9oo-3.68

 Other than the rise of monopolies from the mid I870s, the outstanding
 characteristic of this period of 'transition', according to Lenin, was the
 growth of capitalist overseas empires. Between I876 and i900 'the capitalist
 countries . . . completed the seizure of the unoccupied territories of our
 planet'.69 By the end of this period the total area under colonial domination
 had grown by more than 50 per cent, and an enormously expanded British
 empire had been joined by those of Germany, Japan, the United States,
 and, above all, France.70 Yet before 'the period of transition' Lenin found
 little capitalist impulse for colonies; he noted that between I840 and i86o
 the bourgeoisie of even the most advanced capitalist state, Great Britain,

 65 Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', p. 29I. For supporters of this thesis, see
 above, n. 8, and (not surprisingly) Etherington, 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', p. i, and idem,
 Theories of imperialism, p. i.

 66 Cf. Sutcliffe, 'Conclusion', p. 322.
 67 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. I55; cf. p. 202 (the crisis of I873 begins

 ushering in the new age) and p. 257 ('the year I876 . . . precisely by that time the pre-monopolist stage
 of development of West-European capitalism can be said to have been, in the main, completed').

 68 On the 'transitory' stage, ibid., p. 202; 'capitalism's transition' complete c.I900-3, ibid., p. 255.
 69 Ibid., p. 254 (Lenin's emphasis).
 70 Ibid., p. 258.
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 had been staunchly opposed to colonial expansion and had even desired to
 be rid of most of its current possessions.7'

 Lenin concluded that a strong link must have existed between internal
 economic developments in the capitalist countries and the sudden colonial
 expansion of those countries in I870-i900. He was quite explicit about this
 linkage. Pre-monopoly capitalism 'reached its limit in the i86os and I870s.

 [It] is precisely after that period that the tremendous "boom" in colonial
 conquests begins.' It was thus beyond doubt that 'capitalism's transition to
 the stage of monopoly capitalism, to finance capital, is connected with the
 intensification of the struggle for the partitioning of the world.'72

 But what, according to Lenin, were the causes of this connection? Stokes
 argued that Lenin was 'studiously vague' about this, but goes on to suggest
 that for Lenin the causes of western expansion had in fact more to do with
 'superstructural' factors (in marxist terminology) than with fundamental
 changes in the capitalist economy.73 Thus Lenin wrote: 'The non-economic
 superstructure which grows up on the basis of finance capitalism, its politics
 and its ideology, stimulates the striving for colonial conquest.'74 Stokes was
 also impressed by a passage slightly earlier where Lenin seemed to describe
 the scramble for colonies as taking on an irrationality all its own, with
 finance capital grabbing any and every piece of real estate it could, 'fearing
 to be left behind in the fierce struggle for the last remnants of independent

 territory.75
 Stokes's interpretation of the Leninist position on western empire-building

 during 'the age of transition' is thus not unlike Etherington's thesis that
 Hobson actually had 'two theories' concerning British imperialism, with the
 period I870-I900 being conceived of in a complex 'Cobden-like' manner.
 But with Stokes as with Etherington we must conclude that ultimately this
 interpretation is unsatisfying. As far as the analysis of the historical process
 goes, there is only one Lenin.

 To begin with, we should not exaggerate the complexity of Lenin's analysis
 even in the two passages quoted above, and they are the only two passages
 from 'Imperialism' which Stokes could adduce to support his case. Even
 though 'superstructural' elements are present, the economic-rational factor
 remains fundamental. Thus, in the first passage, Lenin indicated that the
 'superstructural' factors which played a role in I870-i900 grew up 'on the
 basis of finance capitalism'. Economics therefore comes first in his ordering
 of causes: the economic formation which dominated the age (or rather, was
 coming to dominate the age) dominated imperial expansion too. This makes
 sense. Lenin, after all, was a good dialectical materialist, and in the
 philosophy of dialectical materialism the superstructural elements are just
 that: merely superstructural. As for the second passage, the fears of finance

 71 Ibid., p. 256.
 72 Ibid., p. 255 (Lenin's emphases).
 73 Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', p. 29I.
 7 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. 262.
 75 Ibid. Although in these passages Lenin uses the present tense, he is (also) talking about I870-I900:

 as Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', p. 292, recognizes. Hence the reference on this
 same page (p. 262) to the role of capital exports in the conquest of colonies (not their possible post-igoo
 redivision among the powers).
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 capitalism which contributed to imperial expansion were not merely irrational
 'claustrophobia' caused by the running out of planetary space.76 Lenin
 stressed instead a quite rational economic fear, noting that what finance
 capitalism was intent on securing was 'potential sources of raw materials'. 77

 In addition, these two passages must also be set in a general context.
 Nowhere else in 'Imperialism' does Lenin indicate the presence in the
 historical process of factors other than the economic.

 Lenin in fact gives the reader two fundamental, economic reasons for the
 link between western expansion in I870-i900 and the concurrent western
 transition from pre-monopoly to monopoly-finance capitalism. One explanation
 was that monopolies sought to control economic life, and only the possession
 of colonies offered them sufficient control: 'Colonial possession alone give
 the monopolies complete guarantee against all contingencies in the struggle
 against competitors.'78 No wonder, then, that 'the age of transition' to
 monopoly-finance capitalism also witnessed the rising importance of empires.
 The point of monopoly control, in turn, was profit. The marxist assumption
 had to be that the colonial possessions of the great powers were actually
 worth having.79

 But the other fundamental cause of western expansion was, in Lenin's
 opinion, the growing importance of capital exports and the pressure of
 investment, connected to the rise of finance capitalism itself from the mid-
 I870s. In other words, the reason Lenin was concerned to emphasize the
 chronological correlation between the rise of finance capital and the rise of

 formal western empires8o was because the connection he envisaged was in
 fact a causal connection; as he remarked, in addition to monopolies, 'the
 interests pursued in exporting capital also give an impetus to the conquest
 of colonies'.81 Similarly, he quoted Hobson with approval to the effect that
 'the New Imperialism' (Lenin used Hobson's terminology here) was
 characterized by the dominance of financial or investing over mercantile
 interests.82 And Lenin explained why the dominance of financial and
 investing interests should lead to the acquisition of colonies: 'Finance
 capital . . . such a decisive force in all economic and all international
 relations . . . finds most "convenient", and derives the greatest profit from,
 a form of subjection which involves the loss of the political independence of
 the subjected countries and peoples.'83

 Stokes was perfectly correct to assert that Lenin thought the scale of
 western capital exports had only reached truly gigantic proportions at the
 beginning of the twentieth century.84 But this does not mean that investment

 76 Despite the implication of Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', pp. 29I-2.
 77 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. 262; cf. also p. 260.
 78 Ibid., p. 260. On the increasing role of monopolies after I873 and the beginning of the 'transition'

 stage, see ibid., p. 202.
 79 On this, see the cogent comments of Kiernan, Marxism and imperialism, p. 35.
 80 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. 255.
 81 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. 262. That this passage indicates a direct

 and causal connection between western expansionism and the rise of finance capital during the 'transition'
 phase seemed obvious enough to Kennedy, 'Continuity and discontinuity in British imperialism', p. 23.
 For an opposite view, see Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', p. 29I.

 82 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. 269.
 83 Ibid., p. 259 (Lenin's emphasis).
 84 Ibid., p. 242, a passage emphasized by Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', p. 290.
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 pressure was not important during the period of imperial expansion, for
 Lenin was also a firm believer in 'the law of uneven capitalist development':
 some capitalist states had travelled along the road of 'transition' to finance
 capitalism much further and much earlier than other states.85 The two cases
 in point were France and Great Britain. Thus Lenin's explanation for the
 sudden emergence of a huge French empire in the late nineteenth century
 had to do with the unusually rapid growth of French finance capital: 'It was
 not an accident that in France it was precisely the extraordinarily rapid
 development of finance capital, and the weakening of industrial capital, that
 from the eighties onward gave rise to the extreme intensification of
 annexationist (colonialist) policy. '86 But Great Britain was the country that
 had travelled the earliest and the furthest along the road of 'transition': and
 hence was, 'richest in colonies, in finance capital, and in imperial experi-
 ence' .87 And it is significant that it was in the passage describing the post-
 i86o expansion of Britain's empire that Lenin links the 'boom' in colonial
 conquests to the 'transition' from industrial to finance capitalism.88 Thus in
 the chart to which is appended Lenin's comment on the great scale of
 European investment overseas at the turn of the twentieth century, a chart
 partly based on Hobson, we can see that Britain's overseas capital exports
 were already expanding hugely in the I870s and i88os.89 Moreover, Lenin
 believed that the principal sphere of investment for these British capital
 exports was in the British colonies themselves, so that, in the case of Britain,
 the 'enormous exports of capital are bound up most closely with vast
 colonies'."9 It is not surprising, then, that Britain is for Lenin also the pre-
 eminent example of a society ever more dependent upon the dividends
 produced by the labour of people of colour.91

 Thus to say that for Lenin 'imperialism' (in his technical sense) did not
 exist before a certain date is not at all to say that for him western colonial
 expansion based on finance capital and investment pressure did not exist before
 that date. It obviously did.92 And although Lenin chose not to call the
 phenomenon of I870-I900 'imperialism', it is clear that he was describing
 what non-marxists mean when they speak of 'the imperialism of the late

 '93
 nineteenth century'.

 In Lenin's view investment pressure was only one of two formidable forces
 behind western empire-building during the period of 'transition'; the

 85 On the 'law of uneven capitalist development', see Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of
 capitalism', p. 295; cf. pp. 259, 279, and 283. (On Lenin's source for this important idea, see below,
 n. II3).

 86 Ibid., p. 268 (Lenin's emphasis).
 87 Ibid., p. 279.
 88 Ibid., p. 255.
 89 Ibid., p. 242. According to Lenin's chart, British capital invested abroad had swollen. from 3.6

 billion francs in i862 to I5 billion francs in i872, 22 billion francs in I882, and 42 billion by I893.
 90 Ibid., p. 243.
 9' Ibid., p. 28I. For critics such as Fieldhouse, of course, this passage, with its reference to depending

 on dividends produced by the labour of people of colour, would be a classic example of a failure to
 distinguish carefully enough between British investment income from the tropics and the vastly larger
 British investments in and income from advanced industrial countries such as the United States.

 92 I owe the precise phraseology here to discussions with Steven K. Ross.
 93 That Lenin saw finance capital and the flow of capital abroad as a driving force behind western

 imperial expansion in 'backward' areas of the globe is accepted by, e.g. Lichtheim, Imperialism, p. I17,
 and Kiernan, Marxism and imperialism, pp. 4I-3.
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 increasing activities of monopolies were at least as important. But where did
 Lenin pick up the idea that investment pressure led to colonial expansion?
 If one examines the extensive notes taken by Lenin in preparation for his
 essay, the answer is clear: he got it from Hobson.

 Hobson's Imperialism, of course, was the work most prominent in Lenin's
 notebooks for his own essay,94 and the notebooks show that what Lenin
 emphasized (by underlining, sidelining, and/or special remarks) were
 Hobson's assertions about investment-driven colonial expansion. For exam-
 ple, the following passages from Hobson's Imperialism are underlined, or
 emphasized in some other fashion by Lenin. 'The modern foreign policy of
 Great Britain is primarily a struggle for profitable markets of investment';
 in addition to underlining, Lenin wrote 'N.B.' alongside this quotation.95
 'Aggressive Imperialism, which costs the taxpayer so dear, which is of so
 little value to the manufacturer and trader . . . is a source of great gain to
 the investor'; heavy underlining here, especially regarding the last phrase.96
 'The investing and speculative classes . . . desire that Great Britain should
 take other foreign areas under her flag in order to secure new areas for
 profitable investment and speculation'; heavy underlining here, and 'N.B.'.97
 Whereas the industrialist and the merchant were satisfied merely with trade,
 the investors of capital exerted every effort 'towards the political annexation
 of countries which contain their more speculative investments', Lenin put
 three sideline strokes alongside this statement.98 With increased production
 and the concentration of ownership, capitalists found it more and more
 difficult 'to dispose profitably of their economic resources, and they are
 tempted more and more to use their governments . . . to secure for
 their particular use some distant undeveloped country by annexation and
 protection'; two sideline strokes here, and 'N.B.'.99 The imperialist desire
 to open China is not for the purposes of commerce, but rather to establish
 'a vast new market for Western investors', and thus normal economic health
 is 'inhibited by the nature of this Imperialism, whose essence consists in
 developing markets for investment, not for trade'; alongside this passage
 Lenin wrote, 'Essence of imperialism'.100 Investment of capital in foreign
 countries was a revolutionary force in politics, for the investors then inveigled
 their governments into interfering with those regions, and, 'The essentially
 illicit . . . use of the public resources of the nation to safeguard and improve
 private investments should be clearly recognized'; alongside this quotation
 Lenin wrote, 'policy of finance capitalism'.101

 Other passages could be cited,102 but the point has been made. To judge

 94 See above, p. 306 and n. 57.
 95 Lenin, 'Notebooks on imperialism', p. 4I0 (Hobson, Imperialism, p. 53).
 96 Ibid., p. 4I0 (Hobson, Imperialism, p. 58).
 97 Ibid., p. 4II (Hobson, Imperialism, p. 56).
 98 Ibid., p. 4I2 (Hobson, Imperialism, p. 73).
 99 Ibid., p. 4I4 (Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 8o-i).
 100 Ibid., p. 430 (Hobson, Imperialism, p. 318).
 01 Ibid., p. 432 (Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 357-8).
 102 Ibid., p. 4II (the special danger posed by the financier and general dealer in investments: Hobson,

 Imperialism, p. 56); pp. 414-5 (imperialism is the endeavour, especially of investors, to make use of the
 capital they cannot use domestically: Hobson, Imperialism, p. 85); p. 417 (the new imperialism has
 greatly increased the area of British despotic rule over colonies: Hobson, Imperialism, p. I24); p. 418
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 from Lenin's note-taking, he was very deeply impressed with Hobson's
 persistent linkage of investment pressure to western colonial expansion. That
 Lenin should have found this thesis to be the most important aspect of
 Hobson's book is hardly surprising: this linkage was indeed Hobson's
 dominant analytical theme, dominant even when other types of analysis are
 also present.'03

 Thus Lenin accepted Hobson's basic idea, as he also accepted his
 explanation of why investment of capital led to western empires in the
 undeveloped world: the simple fact was that 'the creditor is more firmly
 attached to the debtor than the seller is to the buyer."104 In other words,
 the basis of western empire-building in the last decades of the nineteenth
 century lay precisely in the economic transformation that was occurring
 within the west itself, the transformation from seller to creditor, the
 transformation from industrial to finance capitalism. In Lenin's hands
 Hobson's thesis becomes a classic marxist analysis.'05

 Stokes and his followers were certainly correct to say that Lenin's focus
 in 'Imperialism' was on discussion of the present rather than the past: on
 the working of the 'imperialist' world-system of finance capital as it presently
 existed. But, as we saw with Hobson, so with Lenin it must be recognized
 that this analysis of the present was built upon an analysis of the past, on
 trends which Lenin saw as beginning and then accelerating in the nineteenth
 century. Imperialism, he said, had grown from an embryo; finance capitalism,
 with all its evil consequences, had begun earlier and had proceeded further
 in certain countries than in others.'06 And his opinion appears to have been
 that the growth of finance capitalism in the west resulted first in the empire-
 building of the Scramble for Africa (and Asia) and then, with the arrival of
 'fully developed imperialism' after i900, in an increasingly fierce struggle to
 re-divide the already divided-up planet. In this final struggle the targets
 multiplied: even European countries themselves could become victims of
 'imperialist' aggression and expansion.'07 Yet even in the struggle for the

 (the decline of anti-imperialist politicians represents their surrender to the possessor-speculating classes
 to which they belong: Hobson, Imperialism, p. I44); p. 420 (the ruling state has used its provinces,
 colonies, and dependencies to enrich its ruling class and bribe its lower classes into acquiescence: Hobson,
 Imperialism, p. I94); pp. 42I-2 (the controlling and directing agent of the whole process is finance capital:
 Hobson, Imperialism, p. 2I2); p. 428 (the new imperialism is distinguished by the dominance of financial
 or investing over mercantile interests: Hobson, Imperialism, p. 304); p. 435 (the economic subjugation
 of China to European financiers and investors will drain into Europe the greatest reservoir of profit in
 the world: Hobson, Imperialism, pp. 364-5).

 103 See above, pp. 30I-6. It is worth noting that while moderns reading Hobson's Imperialism have
 been impressed by Hobson's (occasional) emphasis on non-economic factors in imperial growth, and the
 (occasional) complexity of his analysis, Lenin has not the slightest interest in this. See, e.g., Lenin's
 comment on Imperialism, p. 6i: 'finance capital', pure and simple ('Notebooks on imperialism', pp.
 4II-2).

 104 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. 278.
 105 As Kennedy puts it, to Lenin there could never have been any continuity in nineteenth-century

 British imperial policy, since he believed that 'as the economic substructure of the country altered, so
 correspondingly did its political relationship with the less developed parts of the world': 'Continuity and
 discontinuity', p. 23.

 106 Imperialism had grown from an embryo (into what would become the predominant system); Lenin
 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', p. 284. On the 'law of uneven capitalist development', see
 above, pp. 3I0-I and n. 85.

 107 Thus France covets Lorraine, Germany covets Belgium, and in the final stage of capitalist
 development not only 'agrarian' territories but even highly industrialized regions are sought for annexation;
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 re-division of an already divided world which Lenin saw as characteristic of
 this final stage of capitalism, his attention was focused more often than not
 on western colonial possessions overseas. 108

 In sum, it should now be clear what Lenin believed about the origins of
 the late nineteenth-century empires: the empires had come about because
 of the growing pressure of monopolies and of capital exports (investment
 pressure) during 'the period of transition' from industrial to monopoly
 finance capitalism. It will come as no surprise to learn that Lenin's major
 followers on this issue-from Leonard Woolf, Maurice Dobb, and V. G.
 Kiernan, to Josef Stalin himself-were all agreed about what Lenin had
 said. The purpose of this section of the paper has been to demonstrate that
 they were right in this, and that the revisionist interpretation of Lenin's
 position on nineteenth-century colonial expansion should not be accepted.109

 III

 Is there, then, a 'Hobson-Lenin thesis' on the economic origins of late
 nineteenth-century colonial expansion? It should now be clear that, at the
 least, this idea cannot be dismissed-as Stokes and Etherington have sought
 with some success to do-either on the grounds that Hobson and Lenin
 were less concerned to analyse the colonial expansion of the past than the
 conflict (or potential conflict) among the capitalist powers of the present, or
 on the grounds that Hobson and Lenin emphasized non-economic factors
 in imperial expansion when they did discuss the period of the Scramble.

 No doubt the focus of Hobson and Lenin was on the present; neither was
 a historian by profession, and each was writing what was essentially a
 political pamphlet with an immediate political purpose. In Hobson's case
 the purpose was to protest against the Boer War. In Lenin's case it was to
 analyse and deplore the collapse of the Second International, the problem

 Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', pp. 268-9. This passage is used by Stokes, 'Late
 nineteenth century colonial expansion', pp. 294-6, to argue against Fieldhouse that Lenin did not suppose
 finance capital's aggression had been chiefly aimed at the undeveloped world.

 108 Thus Lenin accepted the idea that Europe at this stage was in general a community parasitical on
 the 'vast tribute of Asia and Africa', the dividends produced by labour of people of colour (with Britain
 the most parasitical): 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', pp. 278-8i. This probably explains
 why the number of passages Lenin devoted to western conflicts over possessions in the undeveloped

 world even in the 'new' post-igoo age outnumber the references to conflicts in Europe: see ibid., pp. 245
 (bank competition), 259 (colonies), 286 (colonies), 296 (Persia; China), 298 (Philippines), and 300-I
 (colonies). In any case, one should not confuse Lenin's vision of this final stage of 'imperialism' with
 the earlier stage of 'transition' (using his terminology); their characteristics are naturally somewhat
 different. Note the two-stage picture of late capitalist development in his 'Preface to N. Bukharin's
 pamphlet', pp. I04-5, where the first stage is the capitalist conquest of the undeveloped world starting
 in the i870s. The Leninist view of historical development here in fact comes through clearly in Bukharin,
 who has a single aggressive process starting in the late nineteenth century but with a proliferation of
 'targets' after c.1900: Imperialism and the world economy, p. I20.

 109 See Woolf, Empire and commerce in Africa, pp. 22ff.; Dobb, Political economy and capitalism, ch.
 7; Kiernan, Marxism and imperialism, pp. 41-9; and Stalin, 'The foundations of Leninism' (I924) in
 idem, Leninism, p. 52. Many other examples may be found in Etherington, 'Reconsidering theories of
 imperialism', pp. 27-30; all of which he holds (of course) to be wrong. Doyle, Empires, p. I53, n. 28,
 accepts Stokes on Lenin's ideas of economic 'imperialism' as essentially a theory of general conflict
 among capitalist states, though he also briefly notes that for Lenin a good deal of this conflict takes the
 form of competition for colonies.
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 of workers and socialist intellectuals transforming themselves into bourgeois
 nationalists during the crisis of summer I914, thus helping to bring on
 World War I.110 Yet each writer, because he was a serious thinker, sought
 in addition to back up his exposition of contemporary conditions with an
 analysis of the past, a past in which originated the deadly trends which each
 saw flowering in his own present. It must be stressed that, in both cases,
 the focus of that analysis was on the colonial expansion of the last decades
 of the nineteenth century; and also that the core of that analysis was
 economic, with investment pressure a very prominent factor. The evidence
 is overwhelming on these two basic points.

 But, even setting Stokes and Etherington aside, are the specific differences
 between Hobson and Lenin still so serious that their ideas should not be
 lumped together and termed a shared 'thesis' on late nineteenth-century
 imperialism? Serious differences certainly exist between the two theorists.
 Lenin emphasized the economics of monopoly as a driving force behind
 imperial expansion; Hobson has much less to say about this. Hobson tended
 to equate expansion with outright annexation, whereas Lenin's definition of
 empire was more elastic, and included the concept of 'informal control'. In
 Lenin, Hobson's vague groups of mysterious financiers motivated by the
 economics of 'over-saving of capital' are replaced by banks as the specific
 institutional force behind expansion. And whereas Hobson believed that the
 crisis he perceived within capitalism (and especially British capitalism) could
 be reversed by reform, Lenin believed the process was one of irreversible
 world-wide development, leading to inevitable revolution. Some scholars
 find these differences between Hobson and Lenin to be so deep that the
 idea of a shared 'Hobson-Lenin thesis' ought to be rejected."'

 Nevertheless, it seems to me that there is a 'Hobson-Lenin thesis' which
 is quite compatible with these differences of emphasis between the two
 theorists. In particular, the agreement between Hobson and Lenin on one
 crucial issue is so solid, and the line of influence so clear, that it does indeed
 seem correct to speak of a shared 'thesis'. Let us leave aside the obvious
 general agreement in both writers that the source of imperial expansion in
 the late nineteenth century lay ultimately in capitalist economics. That
 Hobson believed this would certainly have made his book more congenial
 to Lenin, but Lenin, as a marxist, had no need to be told this by Hobson."2
 Rather, what is striking in both Hobson and Lenin is how much primacy
 of place in the ordering of causation is given to the specific power of overseas
 investment, capital exports, as the engine behind late nineteenth-century
 colonial expansion. Both Hobson and Lenin stressed this specific phenomenon
 strongly as a crucial factor in the increased western domination of the
 undeveloped world from the I870s onwards. And further, it is clear that

 110 See, e.g., Lenin, 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism', pp. I93-4.
 "I Doubters of 'Hobson-Lenin' on one or more of these grounds include: Lichtheim, Imperialism,

 p. II7; Sutcliffe, 'Conclusion', p. 3I5; Parini, 'Theories of imperialism', pp. 66-7; Doyle, Empires,
 pp. 22-3.

 112 On the direct linkage already being made between capitalism and colonialism by the Socialist
 International as early as i900, see Koebner, 'The concept of economic imperialism', p. i6; Fieldhouse,
 'Imperialism', p. i88.
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 Lenin derived this idea, so prominent in his own essay, directly from his
 reading of Hobson."3

 The concept of 'investment-driven colonialism' was one of the fundamental
 ideas in Lenin's 'Imperialism'. It was one of the fundamental characteristics
 of the age Lenin called the period of 'transition' from industrial to finance
 capitalism, the period which non-marxists refer to as 'late nineteenth-century
 imperialism'. That Lenin perhaps disagreed with Hobson somewhat on the
 origins of this 'investment-driven colonialism' (having less to say about the
 problem of 'over-saving'), and that Lenin definitely disagreed with Hobson
 about the ultimate outcome of the phenomenon (denying that the tide of
 overseas investment and its resultant colonialism could ever be reversed as
 long as capitalism itself existed), is less important than the fact that Lenin
 adopted the concept wholesale as he found it in Hobson, and applied it (as
 Hobson had done) as a major causative factor in his description of the late
 nineteenth-century empires. Indeed, to Lenin the destructive political power
 of capital exports only intensified in the age succeeding the Scramble (the
 age he denoted as 'Imperialism' proper).

 It is not my purpose to enter into the debate over whether Hobson and
 Lenin were correct in their theory concerning the ultimate causes of late
 nineteenth-century western colonialism. It is unfortunate that this question
 has become entangled in the politics of communism and anti-communism. 114
 It may well be that the Hobson-Lenin emphasis on how investment-flows
 led to political control is correct in some cases, incorrect in others. "5 My
 purpose has merely been to demonstrate that there is indeed a closely linked
 'Hobson-Lenin thesis'. Despite Stokes and Etherington, it can be said with
 confidence that this 'thesis' exists; that it is concerned with the crucial role
 played by capital exports in the origin of western empire-building in the
 undeveloped world between i870 and i9oo; and that it therefore remains
 subject to the type of critical analysis proposed by Fieldhouse 30 years ago.

 University of Maryland at College Park

 113 Lenin in 'Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism' was, of course, a great synthesizer of other
 people's concepts. Stokes, 'Late nineteenth century colonial expansion', p. 295, particularly emphasizes
 Lenin's intellectual debt to the Austrian marxist Hilferding, the originator of the 'law of uneven capitalist
 development'. But this should not detract from what we have established regarding the influence of
 Hobson.

 114 For a good discussion, see Etherington, 'Reconsidering theories of imperialism', pp. 29-30, and
 idem, Theories of imperialism, pp. 230-2. An egregious example is Kruger, 'Hobson, Lenin and Schumpeter
 on imperialism'.

 115 Thus the British occupation of Egypt has in recent years once more emerged as a possible candidate
 for the Hobson-Lenin paradigm. See Owen, 'Egypt and Europe', and Cain and Hopkins, 'The political
 economy of British expansion', p. 487 and n. 2, against Robinson and Gallagher, Africa and the Victorians,
 chs. 4-5. For the 'rhythm' of investment and its possible impact on colonization, see further Cain and
 Hopkins, 'Gentlemanly capitalism and British expansion overseas', p. 525 and n. I32.
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